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Keeping a tight rein
on finances is one of
businesses’ biggest
challenges: from ensuring
that employee expense
claims and invoices are
submitted in the right
format, to avoiding any
human error in the finance
department, organisations
of all sizes face many risks
of non-compliance.
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Foreword

The hidden cost of expense fraud and non-compliance

Foreword
Expense fraud is a topic that can be as business
critical as sensitive. Incorrect expense reports –
with many happening due to error-prone processes
and simple human error – have been an endemic
part of business life for many years.

While it’s important to understand that many faulty
claims are raised unintentionally, businesses need to
look at and recognise the factors that do make expense
fraud more likely to happen – some of which are related
to employee awareness and satisfaction.
Adjusting expense submissions might encompass
a broad spectrum of behaviours: from making things
easy by rounding up amounts, deliberately falsifying
receipts through to claiming a “little bit extra” as
recompense for a long weekend business trip.
In fact, in some organisations, expense fraud is so
commonplace – and often so small scale – that
some employees don’t even see it as an issue.
But it quickly adds up. In 2020, the median loss to a
company of any size from expense report fraud was
$33,000 (around 28,500€).
The issue isn’t just lost profits. It’s the hours taken by
finance teams checking expense claims, the risks of noncompliance – and ultimately the damage to employee
satisfaction when teams need to deal with policies and
tools that don’t take their needs into consideration.
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Worst of all, businesses could pay twice for false
expenses, with a significant fine and reputational
hit for corporate fraud.
During this dynamic and unpredictable period, there
are opportunities for businesses to optimise their spend
management, improve compliance, and tighten their
bottom line without compromising employee experience.
This can be achieved by taking a closer look at the most
common reasons for expense fraud and the processes
and tools needed to tackle this challenge.
With manual processes often still commonplace,
identifying expense is a significant challenge for finance
teams, and one that has intensified during the pandemic.
But even for companies who have already digitised
processes, there is significant room for improvement.
To explore the scale and impact of expense fraud across
Europe and to understand the mechanism behind it,
we’ve spoken with 2,500 employees who regularly
travelled for business before the pandemic, as well as
750 finance decision makers and 750 travel decision
makers in businesses.
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Expense fraud is undoubtedly a challenge, but fortunately
there’s huge potential for new tools, including artificial
intelligence (AI) in particular, to ease the burden.
This report will explore employees’ attitudes to expense
fraud, how businesses are tackling the issue and the
potential for artificial intelligence to help.
By using technology in the right way, finance teams can
work more efficiently and positively when improving
policies and processes – for stronger profitability,
compliance and company culture.

In 2020, the median loss to
a company of any size from
expense report fraud was
$33,000 (around 28,500€).
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Executive Summary

The hidden potential of VAT reclaim

Executive summary

BEHAVIOUR

COMMUNICATION

Attitudes to expense claims vary significantly, with
a large proportion of employees, in every job role,
demonstrating a rather easy-going attitude

Challenges communicating expense policies and
explaining the damage caused by expense fraud
are worsening the situation

• 37% of employees have rounded up mileage
fees and 29% have switched to cheaper
accommodation and billed the full amount

• Only 21% of organisations provide expense fraud
awareness and prevention training for employees

• On average, employees think fraudulent individual
claims of up to 125€ are acceptable, and 48%
would be prepared to over-expense once a year
• Only 39% of employees surveyed believe it’s
never okay to disregard company policies
regarding expenses
• Fairness plays a key role, with just 35% agreeing
company travel and expense policies are wellfitted and fair. For working from home expenses
specifically, this number decreases to just 19%

24

%
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• Just 28% of travel and finance decision makers
themselves understand what would count as a
fraudulent expense claim
• No more than a third of leaders are confident
employees understand the risks and repercussions
of submitting a fraudulent expense claim
• There are mixed messages in the business, as 16%
of employees say expense fraud is acceptable
because their organisation doesn’t seem to care
about expenses

of businesses’ expense
processes aren’t digitalised
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PROCESS & TOOL
Identifying and fighting expense is very resource
intensive in most organisations
• Finance and travel teams spend 17.4 hours,
more than two working days a week, fighting
expense fraud

Artificial intelligence (AI) has significant potential
in the fight against expense fraud, but use and
awareness of the technology in the compliance
process is limited
• Just a fifth of organisations currently use AI for
internal fraud detection (21%)

• One in three companies still rely on manual
employee spot checks to prevent expense
fraud and 24% of businesses’ expense processes
aren’t digitalised

• Only half of finance and travel leaders are aware that
artificial intelligence can help detect expense fraud
(54%) or simplify compliance processes (54%)

• At 22%, the biggest barrier to more closely
monitoring expense fraud is not having the
time or resources needed

• Nonetheless, AI could help to tackle leaders’ biggest
priorities in counteracting expense fraud, such as
checking expenses from higher risk groups (24%)
or identifying larger fraud patterns (21%)

21

%
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

of organisations currently use
AI for internal fraud detection

Attitudes to expense fraud
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Attitudes to
expense fraud
The vast majority of employees will need to claim
expenses in some part of their professional life.
Our respondents travelled regularly prior to
the pandemic, and claiming back expenses like
accommodation, entertainment and equipment
would have been a familiar process.
And with more employees working from home, new
expense needs have manifested. But the attitudes
to these expenses, and specifically what constitutes
expense, vary significantly.
Only 39% of employees surveyed believe it’s never
okay to disregard company policies regarding
expenses. Staff in Austria and Spain are slightly
more conservative, at 50% and 48% respectively.
For the rest, the type of expense and the frequency and
scale of the action makes a difference.
Modified expense reporting can vary from
overexaggerating or rounding up costs to claiming back
personal expenditure and completely falsifying receipts.
Amongst our respondents, rounding up mileage fees is
the most common form of manipulated reporting: 37%
have rounded up mileage fees, 22% deliberately and 15%
unintentionally, while a further 18% would consider doing
so. Just 35% of the workforce would never exaggerate
the miles they travelled.
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Switching to cheaper flights or accommodation,
and then expensing the full price authorised in the
corporate policy, is also a relatively common practice:
29% of employees admit to this, split between 17%
who did so deliberately and 12% unintentionally.
Expense fraud is committed at all levels of the business.
Arguably one of the most common practices, expensing
receipts multiple times, has been deliberately committed
by 24% of owners and 21% of C-level executives,
compared to just 12% of non-managerial staff.
In fact, 14% of the financial and travel decision makers
surveyed admit to having consciously submitted a
fraudulent expense claim themselves in the past –
with a further 17% believing they are likely to have
done so unconsciously.
The cost to the business can be potentially significant.
On average, employees think it’s acceptable to
knowingly submit a fraudulent or false claim of up to
125€. What’s more, almost half (48%) think it’s similarly
acceptable to over-expense or disregard company
expense policies on a yearly basis – rising even higher
in Belgium (54%) and the UK (56%).
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The most common form
of manipulated reporting:

37
18

%

%

35

%
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have rounded up mileage
fees, 22% deliberately and
15% unintentionally

would consider rounding
up mileage fees

of the workforce would
never exaggerate the
miles they travelled

Attitudes to expense fraud
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39

% of employees surveyed believe it’s
never okay to disregard company
policies regarding expenses

Perceptions vary from country to country; in Spain,
the average “acceptable” fraud claim falls to 87€,
with only 36% willing to disregard company policies
on a yearly basis.
Should people act on these attitudes, a company of 250
people who all submit expense reports could potentially
be looking at an annual loss of 15,360€.. In the UK, this
doubles to £26,530 (the equivalent of 31,271€) – the
highest of any country surveyed.
And since 16% of all financial and travel decision
makers say they have received more fraudulent
expenses claims since the beginning of the pandemic,
this issue may be spiralling.
So, what lies behind these employees’ tolerance to
cheating with their expense reports?
A key driver seems to be a sense of fairness – whether
that’s to get a little extra compensation for the overtime
that workers don’t get paid for (19%), for the private
money they need to spend on working from home (18%),
or for the time spent travelling for business (17%).
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There’s a feeling in some teams that their efforts aren’t
being reasonably rewarded under the current set up.
Just 35% say that the travel and expense policies their
company has in place are well-fitted and fair – although
this varies from 30% in Italy to 45% in Finland.
But this sense of injustice is far from universal. At the
other end of spectrum, there are some employees that
would punish expense fraud with severe consequences,
whether deliberate or not. For example, 21% would want
their organisation to dismiss employees for submitting
multiple copies of receipts, even if it was by mistake.
Expense fraud is clearly a complex topic that evokes
nuanced responses around the business. But what’s
clear is that for at least some employees – from juniors
to leaders – it is not only okay to submit incorrect
expense claims, they often consider themselves
justified in doing so.
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A company of 250 people
who all submit expense
reports could potentially
be looking at an annual
loss of 15,360€.
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Communication
failures
What constitutes a valid or a fraudulent expense
claim varies from business to business, according
to the official expense policy in place. But right now,
many employees don’t actually understand that
policy – including those setting it.

The complexity of expense policies may be one
challenge. On the employee side, only 31% believe the
travel expense policies their company has in place are
easy to understand, falling to 19% when it comes to
working from home expense policies.

As a consequence, few employees are aware of
expense policies and the implications of disobeying
them. On average, just over a third (37%) of the
employees surveyed are aware of the travel expense
policies their organisation has in place, with Finnish
employees the most likely to know (52%) and Belgian
and Dutch the least (28%). Interestingly, 5% even
believe their company doesn’t have an expense policy
for travel incurred costs.

The recent disruption is unlikely to have helped. One in
five organisations has had to “substantially adjust” their
expense policy during the pandemic (20%), potentially
confusing employees even further.

Employees are unlikely to go out of their way to educate
themselves. Only 30% take action to avoid unconscious
expense fraud, such as frequently checking their
company policy for updates.

A significant minority of employees even cite the
complexity of the rules as a reason to ignore them; 16%
say the fact that policies are too complicated or difficult
to understand is an acceptable reason to disregard
them or commit expense fraud.

Finance and travel leaders know this all too well. Only
a third (33%) believe that employees understand the
risks and repercussions of submitting a fraudulent
expense claim – whether for them personally or for
the company. Swiss leaders are more likely to believe
in employees’ awareness (40%), perhaps due to the
higher levels of training in place.

Just over a quarter (28%) of travel and finance decision
makers themselves understand what would count as a
fraudulent expense claim, falling to 25% in Sweden.

A major shortfall appears to be the lack of
communication on what can be legitimately claimed
back, which behaviours would be fraudulent and why
it matters. Only 21% of finance and travel leaders have
put expense fraud awareness and prevention training
in place for employees, although this rises significantly
to 35% across the DACH region of Germany, Austria
and Switzerland.
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A lack of communication is causing some major
misconceptions amongst employees about whether
expense fraud even matters to their business. Nearly
a fifth (16%) say expense fraud is acceptable because
their organisation doesn’t seem to care about expenses
– rising to 21% in Belgium and the Netherlands.
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There’s little awareness about the impact of false
claims; 18% believe it’s acceptable because “the figure
is so small that it won’t cause any harm” – of course,
overlooking the risk of fines for corporate fraud.
Finance and travel leaders might not be prioritising
communications about expenses because it’s difficult
to calculate the full impact of fraud on the business.
But equally, this means organisations are missing an
opportunity to explain the reasoning behind expense
policies and communicate about what can be

claimed back, which could create a greater sense
of fairness. For example, only one fifth (21%) of
employees are aware of the working from home
policies that their organisation has in place, falling
as low as 8% in Denmark
By proactively engaging employees with expense
policies, finance teams have an opportunity to
not only tackle problematic behaviours and mitigate
risk but make claims a more positive part of the
company culture.

Organisations are missing
an opportunity to explain
the reasoning behind
expense policies.
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Outdated processes
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Outdated
processes
Tackling expense fraud seems to be a low priority
for many businesses, which might be unsurprising
after the twists and turns of the last two years. But
nonetheless, identifying and tackling expense fraud
is very resource intensive for most organisations.

On average, finance and travel teams together spend
more than two working days a week (17.4 hours) fighting
fraud. This time is spread across a range of tasks, from
expense fraud detection prereimbursement (3.4 hours)
to solving compliance issues caused by fraudulent
submissions during audits (3.5 hours).
While Finnish teams only take an average of 9.4 hours
over these activities, in France and the UK this rises to
20.1 hours – the highest across Europe.
A large part of the problem is the complicated, outdated
methods that many businesses have in place. One in
three companies still rely on manual employee spot
checks to prevent fraud (33%), rising to 41% in Austria.
In fact, a surprisingly large minority still rely on pen
and paper processes. A quarter (24%) admit that
their expense process isn’t digitalised, although this
varies from 18% in Germany to 39% in Denmark. Just
25% of European companies use automated expense
management, falling to 15% in Switzerland.
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As well as slowing down expense submissions – and
creating the potential for errors – this is limiting the
information that finance teams can access. Nearly a
quarter of leaders (22%) say that they lack the data
necessary to assess potential expense fraud.
Without reliable data and digital tools, teams will
struggle to identify patterns of expense fraud, as well
as compliance issues, potentially putting the business
at risk.
Finance and travel teams will often be balancing
a number of priorities within a small team. In 22%
of businesses, the biggest barrier to more closely
monitoring expense fraud is not having the time
or resources.
The pandemic, and associated changes in working
patterns, have put many expense processes under
further strain. A quarter of finance and travel leaders
admit their teams have found it harder to thoroughly
check expense submissions with employees working
from home (24%).
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Perhaps to compensate, 21% have implemented
more stringent checks or audit processes since the
pandemic. But that may be creating more difficulties in
teams that are already time poor.
There are further hints that culture, as well as process,
may be a key stumbling block in the fight against fraud.
A quarter of finance and travel teams are reluctant to
monitor expense fraud more closely because they are
concerned about upsetting employees by seeming too
invasive (24%).

Finance and travel leaders face significant challenges
in their efforts to tackle expense fraud. Without
automated processes, teams will lack the time and
the tools to spot anomalies – while a culture of selfjustification makes it difficult to gain understanding.
All of this leaves them open to compliance issues
down the line.
Businesses need greater visibility over expense claims
to understand the true scale of the expense fraud
problem and tackle it.

Finance and travel teams
together spend more than
two working days a week
(17.4 hours) fighting fraud.
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The artificial
intelligence opportunity
Artificial intelligence is a technology with
significant potential in counteracting fraud.
Tools with AI built in can help to increase visibility
and control, identify patterns and anomalies in
expense claims that humans can’t and ultimately
create smoother compliance processes for
finance and travel teams and employees at large.

But the use – and even awareness – of AI in the
expense process is limited. Just a fifth of organisations
currently use AI for internal fraud detection (21%).
Luckily, there is room for more adoption. A little over
half of the finance and travel leaders surveyed are
aware that artificial intelligence can help detect fraud
(54%) or simplify compliance processes (54%).
Italian leaders are more likely to be aware of the
potential of AI for identifying fraud (63%) and
simplifying compliance (61%). Perhaps as a result,
a third already use the technology for internal fraud
detection (34%), the highest in Europe.
Deploying artificial intelligence can be perceived as a
daunting prospect – and some leaders worry about
the unintended consequences of introducing it into
the business. Almost half are concerned about the
data security and privacy implications of using AI tools
(49%), while a further 46% worry about the potential to
produce false positives, implicating employees unfairly.
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Damage to company culture is a concern once again.
More than two in five leaders fear that employees
might object to the use of AI tools in the compliance
process (44%).
For others, the main worries relate to the finance and
travel team itself. Many have resource restraints that
could make AI a tough sell. Almost half (49%) say that
implementing an AI solution would be too expensive,
rising to 60% of UK teams. At 44% of organisations,
leaders fear their teams lack the skills to use AI tools
effectively – with Danish respondents the most
concerned about this knowledge gap (50%), unlike
their Finnish counterparts (34%).
Self-protection is another issue. Two in five finance
and travel leaders are afraid that AI will make their own
jobs redundant (39%), increasing to 48% of French
respondents – making their reluctance understandable.

The hidden cost of expense fraud and non-compliance

49%
say that implementing
an AI solution would be
too expensive

are afraid that AI will
make their own jobs
redundant

But like any technology, the impact of artificial
intelligence depends on how it’s used. AI can help to
augment, rather than replace, finance and travel teams.
And it’s clear from leaders’ priorities that the tool could
be a powerful addition to their portfolio.

There are many ways that artificial intelligence can
support employees inside and outside the finance and
travel team with the expense process. Used well, it can
mitigate mistakes, reduce the money lost to incorrect
expense claims – both those committed unintentionally
and consciously – and help to increase compliance.

A quarter say that their biggest priority to tackle
expense fraud is running checks for defined groups
of higher risk employees (24%), such as new joiners,
people who have committed expense fraud in the past
and departments or people with conspicuous expense
habits. Similarly, 21% would prioritise the ability to
identify larger expense fraud patterns – both areas
where AI can help.
For another 21%, the ideal scenario would be using
technology to deter employees from committing
expense fraud in the first place. Again, automation can
help to flag potential mistakes to employees and share
updated guides, reducing incidents and increasing
overall compliance.
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39%

But AI is certainly a nuanced tool. To avoid any
unintended consequences, drawing on internal or
external expertise on how the technology can and
should be used for compliance will be key.

Conclusion
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Conclusion: Mitigating
the hidden risks of fraud
and non-compliance
In most businesses, expense fraud is an underappreciated topic. Workers of every level – from
executives to travel and finance leaders – are
willing to bend the rules around expenses.

Often enough people aren’t aware of rules and
regulations that should govern their expensable
spending, and many businesses are not making a
concerted effort to change that.

By engaging the workforce on the true cost of falsified
expenses – as well as more positive opportunities for
fair reimbursement – businesses can create a more
positive partnership in the fight against fraud.

Despite its seemingly low priority, tackling expense
fraud is a time-consuming task for the business. Too
many travel and finance teams use legacy systems,
which rely on unsophisticated processes.

Equally, up to date technology could have a significant
impact. Digital processes reduce the number of
human mistakes and allow for managing spend as it
happens, particularly when employees are working
remotely, and create greater transparency than paperbased processes.

That means it’s often difficult to see the full extent
of expense fraud – and make the argument for
greater resources.
With the average business standing to lose 15,360€ a
year, expense fraud is a covert threat to profitability in
these difficult times. And worst of all, some industries
face the risk of paying twice for falsified expenses
through regulatory fines for corporate fraud.
Taking the challenge seriously is the first step.
There’s huge potential to tap into technology to
get proactive on expense fraud, and to communicate
policies to employees.
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AI can help automate away some of the more mundane
tasks, leaving travel and finance teams to focus on
educating the business on the expenses policy and
the perils of non-compliance.
The technology can also identify where businesses
may have been affected by expense fraud by spotting
anomalies and patterns, as well as improving
compliance so that organisations can avoid penalties.
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Travel and finance teams have understandable concerns
regarding the use of AI; implemented badly, it could yield
a host of unintended yet consequential outcomes.

With the latest tools at their disposal, finance and
travel leaders can help to protect their businesses’
profitability and create a more positive culture, as we
return to a more stable business environment.

Partnering with an organisation that understands the
technology and how AI could and should be used in the
expenses and compliance process is vital. This will in
turn free up finance and travel teams to focus on more
complex – and rewarding – work.

Worst of all, some industries
face the risk of paying
twice for falsified expenses
through regulatory fines for
corporate fraud.
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Companies need to use
technology to better
identify areas where they
may be victims of corporate
fraud, streamline processes
and improve compliance to
avoid penalties.
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Methodology
This report is based on an Opinium survey of 750 finance leaders,
750 travel leaders, and 2,500 employees who travel for business,
split across Benelux, DACH, France, Italy, The Nordics, Spain and
the UK, held in August and September 2021

The number of respondents is split as follows:

Country
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Finance leaders

Travel leaders

Employees

Benelux (Belgium and
The Netherlands)

100

100

200

DACH (Germany, Austria
and Switzerland)

150

150

900

France

100

100

300

Italy

100

100

300

Nordics (Denmark,
Finland, Sweden)

100

100

200

Spain

100

100

300

UK

100

100

300
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